•
•

•

Identify 20 facts that
you do not know.
Write the question on
one side of the flashcard
and the answer on the
other side.
Look up The Leitner
method on YouTube and
use it to learn these
facts.

•
•
•
•

Read a page of your
textbook.
Transform the
information into 5 key
words.
Why have you chosen
those words?
Explain your choice on a
revision card.

Turn your notes into
pictures/symbols and talk
through what the pictures
represent

Revisit notes you have taken
in class from the past 15
days.
Transform it into a new form
of notes - e.g. words to
pictures, or vice versa.

5
Reduce some longer notes
into 6-10 shorter points.

Choose a topic.

Draw lines of connection
between items that tie
together.

Categorise key facts into
which are the most
important ones to
remember and why.

Annotate what each link is.

Rank a set of ideas from the
easiest to learn to the most
difficult.

Write three questions about
a topic.

Take a difficult idea and
transform it into a
diagram/flow chart/fewer
words/ images/audio
recording.

Then research the answers
to these.

3

Flash Cards
•
•
•

Identify 20 facts that you do
not know
Write the question on one
side of the flashcard and the
answer on the other side.
Look up The Leitner
method on YouTube use this
to help you organise your
days and topics.

•
•
•

5

Past Papers?

Read a page of your
textbook or exercise
book.
Transform the
information into 5 key
words.
Why have you chosen
those words? Explain
this on a revision card.

• Got some past papers you have
already done?
• Write out the questions you did
not get full marks for and answer
them again. Use the mark
scheme to check your answers
again.

Make Connections
Reduce some longer notes into 6-10 shorter points.
Draw lines of connection between items that tie together.
Annotate what each link is. Use different coloured lines to show
different types of links or themes.

Revisit
• Revisit notes you have
taken in class from the past
15 days.
• Transform it into a new
form of notes - e.g. words
to pictures, or vice versa.

Chocolate Bar Revision
1. Fold a piece of A4 paper so it has 6 or more squares,
like a chocolate bar!
2. Summarise an entire topic in to boxes.
3. Once you’ve got the subsections, you need to find a way to
summarise your notes using the little grids.

Target practice - Well one! You are bang on target!
This activity helps you organise information visually and can summarise a
• session.
revision
All you need is a sheet with three circles in the form of a target, with a topic
in the middle, like this:

Collect together a series of words or statements in random order - about ten
is a good number. The words and statements relate to the topic written in
the centre of the target. A geography example can be seen below:
Topic: Countries in Europe - Britain, United States, Brazil, Germany,
Australia, Andorra, France, Burkina Faso, Spain
You write the correct answers, in this instance the countries that are in
Europe, in the ‘hit’ circle and the incorrect answers, in this instance the
countries that are not in Europe, in the ‘miss’ circle.
Teaching tip
Provide students with two copies of the target sheet. They can use one to
complete the activity and the other to copy out a correct set of answers (if
necessary!). This reinforces the correct organisation of the information
tested, as well as providing a pristine visual aid students can take away and
use.
Taking it further
This activity can be applied in different ways, such as students working
individually, or in pairs or in groups. As a whole class activity, you could have
a target on the board and give selected students a word or statement
written on a post it note to stick on the large target. Once all the words or
statements are completed the class discuss and mark it together.

Miss
Hit

[Topic]

Chunk it! Chunking helps you to handle large tracts of information with
confidence and enables you to improve your memory skills.
Chunking information stems from the work of Nobel Prize winner, Herbert
• whose studies argued that the human brain can hold up to five
Simon
‘chunks’ of information in its short term memory. The chunk of information
can vary significantly in size - from a single word, number or phrase to a
whole story. Therefore, breaking down large tracts of information into
chunks can assist the memory in holding information as well as providing a
frame work for organising information when revising.

One of the most effective frameworks is the ‘Chunking Triangle’, created by
Stephen Bowkett. Here’s an example:
At the tip is the largest chunk of information, a theme, topic heading or issue
which can be broken down into smaller pieces as you work your way to the
top edge of the triangle. Links are also made chunks within the layers. This
method taps into the natural workings of the short term memory, as well as
encouraging deep learning of information.
Teaching tip
Use ‘Chunking Triangles’ as a way of summarising learning in revision
sessions. Students can complete them while they are making notes or use
completed ‘Chunking Triangles’ as a sequence of headings to structure their
notes. By visually mapping the structure of a topic students can also revisit
this time and time again.
Taking it further
Give students incomplete ‘Chunking Triangles’ to fill in. This can promote
excellent discussions about what information best fits the gaps you have left.
Alternatively, reverse it and consider what information deserves to be left
out. Encourage explanation and justification - a great way to promote and
practise important exam skill.

It is all about organisation.
The cause, event, effect framework is a visual organiser that organises
information under potential exam questions and areas.
The organiser can be seen on the attached power point slide. This kind of
frame work helps you to classify facts as causes, events or effects, essential
for subjects such as history, English, economics and psychology. Information
organised in this way is a ready-made checklist that you can use for the
different types of questions that they may face.
Write or design post –it notes with short bullet points that sum up a topic,
such as these points on the topic of the Berlin Blockade and Airlift:
 Russian planes flew up against USA planes supplying Berlin.
 USA, Britain and France introduced a united currency in their Berlin
zones.
 USA decided upon launching ‘Operation Vittle’ in June 1948.
 Germany divided into West Germany and East Germany in 1949.
Organise your bullet points into the cause, event and effect framework. This
active revision activity makes an interesting alternative to a mind map, and
produces an exam-focused visual revision aid.

Taking it further!
In many examinations that test this type of knowledge, judgements are
required about importance and significance. Build this into the activity by
asking your students to order the different causes and effects by
significance, adding a degree of judgement as well as recall.

Hand print – give 5 points that you need to remember on a chosen topic.

 Create a paper chain of people who
you can link together by topic, themes
and individuals.

Talking Revision
Revision should always be an active process. These two revision games help
you to apply their knowledge and revise effectively.
What’s in my head? A handy revision game that can be used to review
learning.
Think of a key word, event, idea or character related to a topic to want to
revise.
Ask your friend to guess what you are thinking about by, firstly, writing 1, 2
and 3 on separate lines on a piece of paper.
Give three clues to the class in three rounds, giving your friend the time to
guess after each clue.
Clue one should be very broad, with clues two and three becoming gradually
more focused.
Beside 1, 2 and 3 you should write down what they think you are referring
to.
What’s the question? An effective revision game that encourages you to
think about questions instead of answers.

On the board, write three facts or key words linked to a topic.
For example, if you were studying the key features of the Sikh faith, these
could be Langer, Khanda and Khalsa.
For each key word, students need to think of a question that the word would
be an answer to.
Have sentence starters on display to assist students in framing their
questions.
Share questions in a class discussion.
This game allows students to revise the content of a topic and think about
how questions are framed and created - a crucial skill for understanding an
exam paper.

Going up?
This is a quick-fire verbal presentation activity which helps you to consider
specific issues and present their ideas to a fixed deadline. A good revision
activity, a great memory test and an opportunity to pick up on any mistakes
in learning.
The lift test gets you to consider the core importance of a specific argument,
and the central pieces of evidence to support a specific point. Start by giving
each other a scenario:
 You have written a book about To Kill a Mockingbird in relation to the
Civil Rights Movement in 1960s America.
 You have produced a documentary called Henry VIII – Hero or Tyrant?
 You have written an article on the significance of bees.
 You have created a public art project about the three most influential
modern artists.
You have been granted five minutes to present their pitch, but when they
arrive for the appointment they are told ‘Sorry, something has come up, give
me an overview on the way to my car’. They now have one minutes to pitch
their argument in the lift down to the car park.
This is an extremely effective as it forces you to give an overview of a specific
issue or argument that they may face in the exam. This helps you to practise
exam skills such as:
 communicating an important argument concisely;
 evaluating the main points of an argument;
 considering the significance of the evidence that supports the key points
and emphasising the ‘selling point’;
 presenting the knowledge in a structured manner.
TAKING IT FURTHER
Set groups of your friends contrasting arguments and then ask them to
present their lift test consecutively. The audience must consider how the
same information is presented differently to persuade them of alternative
arguments, as well as judging if the key points included are the most
significant. Are there alternative points that are more important?

